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Never has his music sounded more complex
and yet unmistakably Josh Smith than on his
latest album “Burn To Grow”.
On his new recording the guitarist continues what his previous two album releases, “Over Your Head” and “Don’t
Give Up On Me”, already hinted at: Josh Smith strives for musical diversity while keeping the focus of his music on
the blues.
What makes contemporaries such as Derek Trucks and
Warren Haynes so strong also enhances the sound of
the guitarist, vocalist, songwriter and producer from L.A.
Intricate horn arrangements mark some of the soul- and
jazz-inspired songs on the new recording, enhancing his
vocal skills which have continued to develop over the
years. There are plenty of very good guitarists out there but
very few guitar virtuosos who are fit to hold a candle to
Florida-born Smith while at the same time impressing their
audiences with their vocal qualities.
As a guitarist, Smith has achieved a level where he no
longer needs to constantly push himself to the fore.
Smith knows how to set the course and develop arcs of
suspense without steamrolling his listeners.
“What We Need” is a perfect example – immaculate
classic slow blues. At the same time, this highlight is
the most conventional song on the album. Smith garnishes the opening track “Half Blues” with its driving horn
sections and marching beat with almost insidiously imaginative licks before going on to implant a fluffy and
very catchy but by no means trivial yacht pop number entitled “Through The Night” into his listeners’ aural tracts.
Boz Scaggs and Steely Dan would be delighted.
“Watching You Go”, a separation theme with suitably surprising breaks, angry riffs, loudly roaring licks and
great harmony vocals, impresses just as much as “That For You Too” with its sparkling horn arrangements. The
fantastic Southern soul number “Your Love (Is Making Me Whole)” sees Smith leave the leading part to vocalist
Monet Owens. A harmoniously flowing tune like “Look No Further”, which you would like to listen to for just a
few minutes longer, is juxtaposed with an earthy Muscle Shoals-style soul rock stomper.
“You Never Knew”, a perfect mix of Clarence Gatemouth Brown’s hot, swinging sound and the ice-cold licks of
Albert Collins doesn’t constitute a break – it’s Texas blues par excellence.
“She Survives” is the most atmospheric track on the album; its floating, slowly flowing, melancholy and harmonic
style takes us to the title track “Burn To Grow” – a pithy and angry cut that sounds almost as if it had been produced
by Dan Auerbach of The Black Keys and is a furioso statement at the close of an outstanding recording.
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MUSICIANS
Josh Smith

Guitar and Vocals

Travis Carlton

Bass on tracks 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11

Lemar Carter

TRACKS:
01.

Half Blues

5:32

02.

Through The Night

5:01

03.

Watching You Go

3:40

04.

That For You Too

4:09

05.

Your Love
(Is Making Me Whole)

3:04

06.

Look No Further

6:37

07.

Let Me Take Care Of You

3:51

08.

What We Need

6:22

09.

You Never Knew

4:22

10.

She Survives

5:11

11.

Burn To Grow

4:42

All songs written by Josh Smith. Recorded at Flat V Studios,
Reseda, California. Engineered by Lior Goldenberg,
Alan Hertz and Josh Smith. Mixed by Alan Hertz.
Mastered by Eric Boulanger at The Bakery.
Produced by Josh Smith.

Drums on tracks 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11

Pete Thomas

Drums on tracks 2, 3, 4, 10

Davey Faragher
Bass on tracks 2, 3, 4, 10

Carey Frank
Organ

Monét Owens

Lead Vocals on „Your Love (Is Making Me Whole)“
and all Background Vocals

Jamelle Adisa

Trumpet/Flugelhorn

Chris Johnson
Trombone

J. P. Floyd
Trombone

Matthew DeMerritt
Tenor Saxophone

Dan Boisey

Tenor/Baritone Saxophone

www.joshsmithguitar.com
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